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Nonparametric density estimation from
observations with multiplicative
measurement errors∗
Denis Belomestny†,§ and Alexander Goldenshluger‡
Abstract: In this paper we study the problem of pointwise density es-
timation from observations with multiplicative measurement errors. We
elucidate the main feature of this problem: the influence of the estimation
point on the estimation accuracy. In particular, we show that, depending
on whether this point is separated away from zero or not, there are two
different regimes in terms of the rates of convergence of the minimax risk.
In both regimes we develop kernel–type density estimators and prove up-
per bounds on their maximal risk over suitable nonparametric classes of
densities. We show that the proposed estimators are rate–optimal by es-
tablishing matching lower bounds on the minimax risk. Finally we test our
estimation procedures on simulated data.
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1. Introduction
Problem formulation and background In this paper we study the prob-
lem of nonparametric density estimation from observations with multiplicative
measurements errors. In particular, assume that we observe a sample Y1, . . . , Yn
generated by the model
Yi “ Xiηi, i “ 1, . . . , n, (1.1)
where X1, . . . , Xn are independent identically distributed (i.i.d) random vari-
ables with density fX , and η1, . . . , ηn are i.i.d. random variables, independent of
X1, . . . , Xn, with known density g. Our goal is to estimate the value of fX at a
single given point x0 from observations Y1, . . . , Yn. If fY stands for the density
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of Y “ Xη, then
fY pyq “ rfX ‹ gspyq :“
ż 8
´8
1
x
fXpy{xqgpxqdx
“
ż 8
´8
1
x
gpy{xqfXpxqdx, y P R. (1.2)
Thus fY is a scale mixture of g, and estimation of fX from observations Y1, . . . , Yn
can be viewed as the problem of demixing of a scale mixture.
The outlined estimation problem appears in the literature in various contexts.
First, the model (1.1) with normal errors ηi and positive random variables Xi
represents a stochastic volatility model without drift. In this context estimation
of the volatility density fX from observations Y1, . . . , Yn was studied by Van Es
et al. [19], Van Es & Speij [18] and Belomestny & Shoenmakers [6].
Second, if pηiq are uniformly distributed on r0, 1s then the corresponding
model (1.1) is referred to as the multiplicative censoring model. In this set-
ting Vardi [20] studied the problem of estimating the distribution function of
X under the assumption that two samples Y1, . . . , Yn and Xn`1, . . . , Xn`m are
available. The aforementioned paper develops a nonparametric maximum like-
lihood estimator; large sample properties of this estimator are studied in Vardi
& Zhang [21]. The problem of density estimation in the multiplicative censoring
model was considered in Andersen & Hansen [1] and Comte & Dion [8], where
estimators based on orthogonal series have been developed. Kernel density es-
timators were studied in Asgharian et al. [4] and Brunel et al. [7]. We also refer
the reader to the recent work by Belomestny et al. [5] where a generalized mul-
tiplicative censoring model with pηiq being beta-distributed random variables
was introduced and studied; see also references therein.
Third, as mentioned above, the outlined problem can be viewed as the prob-
lem of demixing of a scale mixture. Closely related problems of estimating mix-
ing densities were considered by Zhang [23], [24] and Loh & Zhang [15]. In
particular, the paper [23] develops Fourier techniques for estimating mixing
densities in location models, while [24] and [15] focus on estimating mixing den-
sities in discrete exponential family models. However we are not aware of works
on estimating mixing densities in the context of scale models. Finally, we also
mention related results on estimating regression functions with multiplicative
errors–in–variables that are reported in Iturria et al. [13].
A naive approach to the problem of density estimation in the model with
multiplicative errors is based on reduction to the additive measurement error
model. In particular, assuming that Xi’s and ηi’s are positive random variables
and taking logarithms of the both sides of (1.1), we come to the additive model
Y 1i “ X 1i ` η1i, where Y 1i “ lnYi, X 1i “ lnXi and η1i “ ln ηi. In this model, the
density fX1 of X
1 can be estimated using the well developed methodology for
additive deconvolution problems (see, e.g., [23] and [10]), and then an estimator
for fX can be obtained using the inverse transformation fXpxq “ p1{xqfX1plnxq.
This idea has been utilized in Van Es & Spreij [18] and Van Es et al. [19]. How-
ever, several questions about applicability of this approach arise. First, it can
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be used only if X and η are nonnegative random variables. Second, it does not
provide an estimator of fX at the origin x “ 0 since the inverse transformation
is not well–defined there. Third, even if this approach is applicable, it is not clear
whether the resulting estimator possesses the desired optimality properties.
In contrast to voluminous literature on density deconvolution in the model
with additive measurement errors, the problem of density estimation from ob-
servations with multiplicative errors was studied to a much lesser extent. In
fact, it was considered only for specific distributions of errors pηiq such as nor-
mal, uniform or beta, and the estimators proposed in the literature are tailored
to a specific form of the error density g. In this context the following natural
questions arise. How to estimate fX under general assumptions on the error
density g? Which properties of the error density g do affect the estimation ac-
curacy, and what is the achievable accuracy in estimating fX? What can be
said about properties of the deconvolution estimators based on the logarithmic
transformation of the data?
The main goal of the present paper is to develop optimal estimators of fX in a
principled way under general assumptions on the error density g and to provide
answers to the questions raised above. Our approach makes use of the Mellin
transform which, in view of its properties, is an appropriate tool for constructing
estimators in this setting.
We adopt minimax framework for measuring estimation accuracy. Specifi-
cally, accuracy of an estimator fˆXpx0q of fXpx0q is measured by the maximal
risk
RnrfˆX ; Σs :“ sup
fXPΣ
”
EfX |fˆXpx0q ´ fXpx0q|2
ı1{2
,
where Σ is a class of densities. Here and in what follows, EfX denotes the
expectation with respect to the distribution of the observations Y1, . . . , Yn when
the unknown density of X is fX . The minimax risk is defined by
Rn˚rΣs :“ inf
fˆX
RnrfˆX ; Σs “ inf
fˆX
sup
fXPΣ
”
EfX |fˆXpx0q ´ fXpx0q|2
ı1{2
,
where inf is taken over all possible estimators. Our goal is to develop an esti-
mator fˆXpx0q which is rate–optimal, i.e.,
RnrfˆX ; Σs ď CnRn˚rΣs, sup
n
Cn ă 8.
Main contributions The main contributions of this work are as follows.
We elucidate the main feature of the multiplicative measurement errors set-
ting: the influence of the estimation point x0 on the achievable estimation ac-
curacy. In particular, assuming that unknown density fX belongs to a local
Ho¨lder functional class in a vicinity of x0, we show that, depending on the value
of x0, there are two different regimes in terms of the rates of convergence of the
minimax risk. We develop a general method for estimating fXpx0q in these two
regimes.
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The first regime corresponds to the situation when the value of x0 is separated
away from zero. Here the achievable rate of convergence is primarily determined
by the value of x0, by the local smoothness of fX , and by the ill–posedness of
the integral transform in (1.2). The latter is characterized in terms of the rate
at which the Mellin transform of g decreases at infinity on a line parallel to the
imaginary axis in the complex plane. It is worth noting that this characteristic
is global in the sense that it is determined by the global behavior of the error
density g on its support. We construct a kernel–type estimator of fXpx0q and
prove that it is rate–optimal in terms of dependence on the sample size n,
parameters of the considered functional class Σ and x0. It turns out that the
deconvolution estimator based on the logarithmic transformation of the data is
a special case of the proposed estimation procedure. As a by–product of our
general results, we demonstrate that if x0 is separated away from zero, the
random variables X and η are nonnegative, and fX belongs to a local Ho¨lder
class in a vicinity of x0, then under certain conditions on g the deconvolution
estimator is rate–optimal. However, if fX satisfies some additional constraints,
e.g., a moment condition, then the accuracy of the deconvolution estimator can
be improved.
In the second regime, where x0 “ 0, completely different phenomena are
observed. It turns out that in this case the achievable accuracy in estimating
fXp0q is determined by smoothness of fX and by local behavior of g in vicinity of
the origin. Thus, in contrast to the first regime, the minimax rate depends only
on local characteristics of g and is not affected by the ill–posedness of the integral
transform in (1.2). In particular, our results imply that if g is bounded and does
not vanish in a vicinity of the origin, then the minimax rate of convergence is
only by a lnn–factor worse than the one achievable in the problem of density
estimation from direct observations. We also construct a rate–optimal estimator
of fXp0q and prove a matching lower bound on the minimax risk.
Organization of the paper The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we introduce notation, discuss some properties of the Mellin transform
that are used throughout the paper and present an identifiability result. Sec-
tion 3 deals with the setting when x0 is separated away from zero; we construct
estimators under different assumptions on the error density g and present results
on their accuracy over suitable classes of densities. Section 4 is devoted to the
problem of estimating fXp0q. A simulation study of the proposed estimators is
presented in Section 5. Finally, proofs of main results are presented in Section 6
while proofs of auxiliary statements are given in Section 7.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we introduce notation and discuss basic properties of the Mellin
transform that will be extensively used throughout the paper. This material can
be found, e.g., in [16] and [22]. In addition, we present a result on identifiability
of the distribution of X in the model (1.1).
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The Mellin transform For a generic locally integrable function u on p0,8q
the Mellin transform of u is defined by
rupzq “Mru; zs :“ ż 8
0
xz´1upxqdx (2.1)
for all z P C such that the integral on the right hand side is absolutely conver-
gent. The region of convergence Ωu is an infinite vertical strip in the complex
plane C,
Ωu “ tz P C : a ă Repzq ă bu, a ă b,
or a vertical line Ωu “ tz : Repzq “ cu if upxqxc´1 P L1pR`q for one c P R.
For example, if upxq “ Opx´a`q as x Ñ 0` and upxq “ Opx´b´q as x Ñ 8
for some  ą 0, then the integral in (2.1) converges absolutely and defines an
analytic function rupzq on Ωu “ tz : a ă Repzq ă bu.
The inversion formula for the Mellin transform is
upxq “ 1
2pii
ż c`i8
c´i8
x´zrupzqdz, c P Ωu X p´8,8q.
Let upxq and vpxq be functions such that the integral I “ ş8
0
upxqvpxqdx
exists. Assume also that the Mellin transforms rup1 ´ zq “ Mru; 1 ´ zs andrvpzq “Mrv; zs have a common strip of analyticity, which will be the case when
I is absolutely convergent. Then for any line tz : Repzq “ cu in this common
strip the Parseval formula is valid:ż 8
0
upxqvpxqdx “ 1
2pii
ż c`i8
c´i8
rup1´ zqrvpzqdz.
In particular, we get for u “ v and c “ 12 ,ż 8
0
u2pxqdx “ 1
2pi
ż 8
´8
|rup 12 ` iωq|2dω.
It also holds ż 8
0
u2pxqx2s´1dx “ 1
2pi
ż 8
´8
|rups` iωq|2dω. (2.2)
Let us mention the relation of the Mellin transform to a multiplicative con-
volution integral (1.2); this property is central in subsequent developments. Let
u and v be defined on r0,8q, and let
ru ‹ vspyq :“
ż 8
0
1
x
upxqvpy{xqdx;
then Čru ‹ vspzq “Mru ‹ v; zs “Mru; zsMrv; zs “ rupzqrvpzq.
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We shall use the Mellin transform techniques for functions defined on the
whole real line. To this end, for a function u on p´8,8q we set
u`pxq :“
"
upxq, x ě 0,
0, x ă 0 and u
´pxq :“
"
up´xq, x ą 0,
0, x ď 0. (2.3)
It is evident that with this notation upxq “ u`pxq for x ě 0 and upxq “ u´p´xq
for x ă 0. The one–sided Mellin transforms of function u defined on p´8,8q
are given by
ru`pzq “ ż 8
0
xz´1u`pxqdx “
ż 8
0
xz´1upxqdx,
ru´pzq “ ż 8
0
xz´1u´pxqdx “
ż 0
´8
p´xqz´1upxqdx.
The Laplace and Fourier transforms The bilateral Laplace transform of
function u on p´8,8q is defined as
qupzq “ Lru; zs :“ ż 8
´8
upxqe´zxdx,
and if the integral absolutely converges on a line tz : Repzq “ cu, then the
inverse Laplace transform is given by
upxq “ 1
2pii
ż c`i8
c´i8
qupzqezxdz.
The Fourier transform of u is pupωq “ Fru;ωs :“ Lru; iωs “ qupiωq.
Identifiability In the model (1.1) we do not assume that the random variables
X and η are nonnegative. This fact raises the question whether the distribution
of X is identifiable from the distribution of Y . The next statement provides a
necessary and sufficient condition for the identifiability.
Lemma 1. The probability density fX is identifiable from fY if and only if
gpxq ‰ gp´xq on a set of positive Lebesgue measure.
The proof of Lemma 1 is given in Section 7. It shows that the identifiability
condition is equivalent to the requirement that |rrg`pzqs2 ´ rrg´pzqs2| is not zero
for almost all z in the common strip of analyticity of rg` and rg´. Finally, we
note that if one of the variables X or η is nonnegative, then the condition of
identifiability is trivially fulfilled.
3. Estimation at a point separated away from zero
In this section we consider the problem of estimation of fX at a point x0 sepa-
rated away from zero.
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3.1. Construction of estimator
We adopt the linear functional strategy for constructing our estimators. This
strategy has been frequently used for solving ill–posed inverse problems (see,
e.g., [12] and [2]). In our context, the main idea of this method is to find a pair
of kernels, say, Kpx, yq and Lpx, yq such that:
(i)
ş8
´8Kpx, yqfXpyqdy approximates “well” the value fXpxq to be recovered;
(ii) kernel Lpx, yq is related to Kpx, yq via the equationż 8
´8
Kpx, yqfXpyqdy “
ż 8
´8
Lpx, yqfY pyqdy. (3.1)
Then under (i) and (ii), the empirical estimator of the integral on the right hand
side of (3.1) provides a sensible estimator for fXpxq.
Kernel construction Let K : R Ñ R be a kernel function and for any
positive real number h define
Khpx, yq “
#
1
xhK
` lnpy{xq
h
˘
, y{x ą 0,
0, y{x ă 0.
(3.2)
Let rg`pzq “ Mrg`; zs and rg´pzq “ Mrg´; zs be the one–sided Mellin trans-
forms of g, and let
Ωg` X Ωg´ “: tz P C : a ă Repzq ă bu (3.3)
be the common strip of their analyticity. Since g is a probability density, we
always have a ă 1 ă b; hence Ωg` XΩg´ is non–empty – it always contains the
line tz P C : Repzq “ 1u. We note that Ωg` and/or Ωg´ can degenerate to this
line. In this case, by convention, we put a “ 1, b “ 1, and corresponding open
interval should be replaced by a singleton.
For s P p1´ b, 1´ aq define
Ls,hpx, yq
:“
$’’’’&’’’’%
1
2piix
ż s`i8
s´i8
ˇˇˇx
y
ˇˇˇz qKpzhq rg`p1´ zq
rrg`p1´ zqs2 ´ rrg´p1´ zqs2 dz, y{x ą 0,
´ 1
2piix
ż s`i8
s´i8
ˇˇˇx
y
ˇˇˇz qKpzhq rg´p1´ zq
rrg`p1´ zqs2 ´ rrg´p1´ zqs2 dz, y{x ă 0.
(3.4)
For the time being, we suppose that the kernel K and the error density g are
such that the function Ls,h is well defined; the corresponding conditions on K
and g will be formulated later. Several remarks on this definition are in order.
Remark 1. (i) We can assume that the Laplace transform qKp¨q of kernel
K is an entire function. This does not restrict generality since K can be
always chosen to satisfy this assumption.
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(ii) If rrg`pzqs2 ´ rrg´pzqs2 ‰ 0 for all z P Ωg` X Ωg´ then the integrands in
(3.4) are analytic functions in tz P C : 1´b ă Repzq ă 1´au. In this case
the integrals in (3.4) do not depend on the integration path, and Ls,hpx, yq
does not depend on s P p1 ´ b, 1 ´ aq. If function rrg`pzqs2 ´ rrg´pzqs2 has
zeros in Ωg` XΩg´ then the functions under the integral sign in (3.4) are
meromorphic, and Ls,hpx, yq depends on parameter s.
The relationship between kernels Ls,hpx, yq and Khpx, yq in (3.4) and (3.2) is
revealed in the following statement.
Lemma 2. Let Khpx, yq be given by (3.2). Let s P p1´ b, 1´ aq where a and b
are given in (3.3), and suppose that the integrals on the right hand side of (3.4)
are absolutely convergent. Then it holds thatż 8
´8
Ls,hpx, yqfY pyqdy “
ż 8
´8
Khpx, tqfXptqdt. (3.5)
The proof of Lemma 2 is given in Section 7. We note that relationship (3.5)
is in full accordance with the linear functional strategy [cf. (3.1)]. Because a ă
1 ă b, it holds that 0 P p1´ b, 1´aq; hence one can always choose s “ 0 in (3.4).
This choice yields
L0,hpx, yq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
1
2pix
ż 8
´8
ˇˇˇx
y
ˇˇˇiω pKpωhq rg`p1´ iωq
rrg`p1´ iωqs2 ´ rrg´p1´ iωqs2 dω, y{x ą 0,
´ 1
2pix
ż 8
´8
ˇˇˇx
y
ˇˇˇiω pKpωhq rg´p1´ iωq
rrg`p1´ iωqs2 ´ rrg´p1´ iωqs2 dω, y{x ă 0.
If g is supported on r0,8q, then rg´ “ 0, rg` “ rg; in this case
Ls,hpx, yq “ 1
2piix
ż s`i8
s´i8
ˇˇˇx
y
ˇˇˇz qKpzhqrgp1´ zq dz, y{x ą 0, (3.6)
and Ls,hpx, yq “ 0 whenever x{y ă 0. In particular, for s “ 0 we have
Lhpx, yq :“ L0,hpx, yq “ 1
2pix
ż 8
´8
ˇˇˇx
y
ˇˇˇiω pKpωhqrgp1´ iωqdω, y{x ą 0. (3.7)
Estimator For |x0| ą 0 we define the estimator of fXpx0q by
fˆs,hpx0q “ 1
n
nÿ
j“1
Ls,hpx0, Yjq, (3.8)
where Ls,h is given in (3.4), h ą 0 and s P p1´b, 1´aq are two tuning parameters
to be specified. In what follows with a slight abuse of notation we shall write
fˆhpx0q :“ fˆ0,hpx0q and Lhpx, yq :“ L0,hpx, yq.
Note also that (3.5) implies
EfX rfˆs,hpx0qs “
ż 8
´8
Khpx0, tqfXptqdt.
The latter formula is crucial for the analysis of the bias of fˆs,hpx0q.
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3.2. Relation to the additive deconvolution problem
There is close connection between the kernel Lhpx, yq “ L0,hpx, yq defined in
(3.7) and kernels used in the additive deconvolution problems. Specifically,
suppose that X and η are positive random variables, and let η1 “ ln η. If g
is the density of η, and pg is the corresponding characteristic function, then
gη1pxq “ exgpexq is the density of η1, and the characteristic function of η1 ispgη1pωq “Mrg; 1´ iωs “ rgp1´ iωq. Therefore the expression for Lhpx, yq in (3.7)
can be rewritten as
Lhpx, yq “ 1
2pix
ż 8
´8
pKpωhqpgη1pωq e´iωpln y´ln xqdω, x ą 0, y ą 0,
and the corresponding estimator of fXpx0q [cf. (3.8)] is
fˆXpx0q “ 1
n
nÿ
j“1
Lhpx0, Yjq “ 1
2pix0n
nÿ
j“1
ż 8
´8
pKpωhqpgη1pωq e´iωplnYj´ln x0qdω. (3.9)
On the other hand, consider the additive deconvolution model for the log-
arithms, Y 1 “ X 1 ` η1, where Y 1 “ lnY , X 1 “ lnX and η1 “ ln η. Then the
standard deconvolution estimator of fX1pt0q is of the form
fˆX1pt0q “ 1
2pin
nÿ
j“1
ż 8
´8
pKpωhqpgη1pωq e´iωpY 1j´t0qdω.
Since fX1pt0q “ et0fXpet0q, we can estimate fXpx0q “ 1x0 fX1plnx0q by
fˆXpx0q “ 1
x0
fˆX1plnx0q
“ 1
2pix0n
nÿ
j“1
ż 8
´8
pKpωhqpgη1pωq e´iωpY 1j´ln x0qdω (3.10)
which coincides with (3.9).
We conclude that if random variables X and η are positive, and the parameter
s of the estimator fˆs,hpx0q in (3.8) is set to zero, then both approaches lead to the
same estimator. Thus, the estimator (3.10) is a particular case of our estimator
fˆs,hpx0q defined in (3.8). We note however that tuning parameter s adds some
flexibility, and its proper choice can improve accuracy of fˆs,hpx0q under suitable
assumptions (see, e.g., Theorem 3 below).
3.3. Convergence analysis
We proceed with convergence analysis of the risk of the proposed estimator
fˆs,hpx0q. In order to avoid unnecessary technicalities, from now on we will as-
sume that X and η are nonnegative random variables, i.e.,
supppgq Ď r0,8q, Ωg “ tz P C : a ă Repzq ă bu, supppfXq Ď r0,8q (3.11)
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for some a ą 0 and b ą a. Under these conditions the kernel Ls,hpx, yq is given
by (3.6).
Assumption (3.11) streamlines the presentation and, in fact, does not lead
to loss of generality. In particular, the ensuing analysis of the risk of fˆs,hpx0q
remains valid for general random variables X and η, provided that the condi-
tions imposed in the sequel on the Mellin transform rg of g are replaced by the
corresponding conditions on prrg`s2´rrg´s2q{rg` and prrg`s2´rrg´s2q{rg´ [cf. (3.4)].
The risk of fˆs,hpx0q will be analyzed under a local smoothness assumption
on fX and two different sets of assumptions on the error density g.
Definition 1. Let β ą 0, A ą 0, x0 ą 0 and r ą 1. We say that f PHx0,rpA, βq
if f is a probability density, that is, ` “ tβu :“ maxtk P N0 : k ă βu times
continuously differentiable, and maxk“1,...,` |f pkqpxq| ď A,ˇˇ
f p`qpxq ´ f p`qpx1qˇˇ ď A|x´ x1|β´`, @x, x1 P rr´1x0, rx0s.
As for the conditions on the error density g, some assumptions characterizing
the rate of decay of the Mellin transform rgpσ` iωq as |ω| Ñ 8 for a fixed σ P Ωg
will be considered. Depending on the tail behavior of rg, we distinguish between
the following two cases:
• smooth error densities, when the tails of rg are polynomial, i.e.,rgpσ ` iωq — |ω|´γ , |ω| Ñ 8, σ P Ωg
• super–smooth error densities, when the tails of rg are exponential, i.e.,rgpσ ` iωq — expt´γ|ω|u, |ω| Ñ 8, σ P Ωg.
Our terminology here is similar to that used in the additive deconvolution prob-
lem, even though the words smooth and super–smooth should not be understood
literally.
3.3.1. Smooth error densities
The class of smooth error densities is determined by the following assumption.
[G1] For some σ P pa, bq, there exist real numbers ω0 ą 0, c0 ą 0, B2 ą B1 ą 0
and γ ą 0 such that
min
|ω|ďω0
|rgpσ ` iωq| ě c0 ą 0,
B1|ω|´γ ď |rgpσ ` iωq| ď B2|ω|´γ , @|ω| ě ω0. (3.12)
We will require Assumption [G1] for a particular choice of σ P pa, bq, and
parameters c0, ω0, B1, B2 and γ may depend on σ. Assumption [G1] stipulates
the rate of decay of rg on the line tz : Repzq “ σu as |Impzq| Ñ 8 and implies
that g˜ does not have zeros on this line. This requirement is similar to standard
assumptions in the additive deconvolution problem on the rate of decay of the
error characteristic function. The following examples show that [G1] holds for
many well-known distributions.
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Example 1 (a Beta distribution). Let gpxq “ pν ` 1qxν{θν`1, 0 ă x ă θ with
ν ą ´1; then rgpzq “ pν ` 1qθz´1{pν ` zq, Repzq ą ´ν,
a “ ´ν, b “ 8, and
|rgpσ ` iωq| “ θσ´1pν ` 1qrpν ` σq2 ` ω2s´1{2, σ ą ´ν.
Then Assumption [G1] is verified for any σ ą ´ν with γ “ 1, ω0 “ 2pσ ` νq,
c0 “ p1{5q1{2θσ´1pν`1q{pν`σq and B1 “ p4{5q1{2θσ´1pν`1q, B2 “ θσ´1pν`1q.
The case ν “ 0, θ “ 1 corresponds to the uniform distribution with rgpzq “ 1{z
and |rgpσ ` iωq| “ pσ2 ` ω2q´1{2 for σ ą 0.
Example 2 (Pareto’s distribution). Let gpxq “ pν ´ 1qθν´1{xν , x ą θ with
θ ą 0 and ν ą 1. Then
rgpzq “ pν ´ 1qθz´1{pν ´ zq, Repzq ă ν,
a “ ´8, b “ ν, and
|rgpσ ` iωq| “ pν ´ 1qθσ´1rpν ´ σq2 ` ω2s´1{2, σ ă ν.
Hence Assumption [G1] is verified for any σ ă ν with γ “ 1, ω0 “ 2pν ´ σq,
c0 “ p1{5q1{2pν ´ 1qθσ´1{pν ´ σq, B1 “ p4{5q1{2 pν ´ 1qθσ´1, B2 “ pν ´ 1qθσ´1.
Example 3. Natural examples of random variables whose distributions satisfy
Assumption [G1] with γ ą 1 can be obtained by multiplication of independent
random variables with densities as in Examples 1 and 2. For instance, the proba-
bility density of a random variable which is a product of two independent random
variables uniformly distributed on r0, 1s is gpxq “ lnp1{xq, 0 ď x ď 1. For this
density rgpzq “ 1{z2 and |rgpσ ` iωq| “ pσ2 ` ω2q´1, so that Assumption [G1]
holds with γ “ 2.
Bounds on the risk We begin with establishing an upper bound on the risk
of the estimator fˆs,hpx0q under Assumption [G1].
In this case the kernel K is chosen to satisfy the following conditions. Assume
that K : RÑ R is a bounded function that vanishes outside r´1, 1s and satisfies
(i) for a positive integer number m,ż 1
´1
Kptqdt “ 1,
ż 1
´1
tkKptqdt “ 0, k “ 1, . . . ,m; (3.13)
(ii) for a positive integer number q, function K is q times continuously differ-
entiable on R and for j “ 0, 1, . . . , q
max
xPr´1,1s
|Kpjqpxq| ď CK ă 8. (3.14)
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Theorem 1. Fix some β ą 0, r ą 0, A ą 0, x0 ą 0 and consider the class
Hx0,rpA, βq. Suppose that Assumption [G1] holds with σ “ 1 and some γ ą 1.
Let fˆh˚px0q “ fˆ0,h˚px0q be the estimator defined in (3.7)–(3.8) and associated
with a kernel K satisfying (3.13)–(3.14) with parameters m ě tβu`1, q ą γ`1,
and
h “ h˚ :“
“
A2x20pxβ0 ` 1q2n
‰´ 12β`2γ`1 . (3.15)
Then for h˚ ă mintln r, 1u it holds that
Rn
“
fˆ0,h˚ ;Hx0,rpA, βq
‰ ď C1“Apxβ0 ` 1q‰ 2γ`12β`2γ`1 `x20n˘´ β2β`2γ`1 , (3.16)
where C1 depends on β only.
Several remarks on the result of Theorem 1 are in order.
Remark 2.
(i) If γ ď 1, then the result of Theorem 1 holds for a slightly smaller set of
functions than Hx0,rpA, βq. In particular, if
fX PHx0,rpA, βq X
"
fX :
ż 8
´8
| rfXp1` iωq|
p1` |ω|qγ dω ď c ă 8
*
, (3.17)
for some c ą 0, then rfY p1` iωq is integrable, and the statement of Theo-
rem 1 is still valid. Note that this additional condition on rfX is very mild:
by the Riemann–Lebesgue lemma rfXp1` iωq Ñ 0 as |ω| Ñ 8.
(ii) The above upper bound critically depends on the value of x0. If x0 is sep-
arated away from zero by a constant, then for large enough n the bound
takes the form
Rn
“
fˆh˚ ;Hx0,rpA, βq
‰ ď C2A 2γ`12β`2γ`1 px2γ´10 n´1q β2β`2γ`1 . (3.18)
In particular, this shows that estimation accuracy gets worse for larger
values of x0.
Now we establish a lower bound on the minimax risk under Assumption [G1].
We require the following additional condition on the error density g.
[G11] For σ P pa, bq the first derivative of rg satisfies
|rg1pσ ` iωq| ď B|ω|´γ , @|ω| ě ω0.
Assumption [G11] is similar to standard conditions on derivatives of the char-
acteristic function of the measurement error distribution in the proofs of lower
bounds for density deconvolution; cf., e.g., Theorem 5 in [10].
Theorem 2. Let x0 ě C3 ą 0 for some constant C3, and suppose that Assump-
tions [G1] and [G11] hold with σ “ 1 and γ ą 1{2. Then
lim inf
nÑ8
!
φ´1n Rn˚rHx0,rpA, βqs
)
ě C4,
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where
φn :“ A 2γ`12β`2γ`1
`
x2γ´10 n
´1˘ β2β`2γ`1 ,
and C4 depends on β and r only.
Remark 3.
(i) Note that the lower bound of Theorem 2 coincides with the upper bound
(3.18) in terms of its dependence on n, x0 and A. This implies that for
x0 separated away from zero, the estimator fˆh˚px0q is rate–optimal, and
dependence of the risk on x0 over the functional class Hx0,rpA, βq cannot
be improved.
(ii) In view of the interpretation of fˆh˚px0q given in Section 3.2, Theorems 1
and 2 assert rate–optimality of the standard deconvolution estimator in
the additive measurement error model based on the log–transformed data,
provided that the bandwidth parameter h˚ is selected as in (3.15). Note
however that the standard choice of h in additive deconvolution does not
involve x0.
(iii) The proof of the lower bound in Theorem 2 is based on the reduction to a
two–point hypotheses testing problem when under the null hypothesis
fXpxq “ f p0qX pxq :“
1
pixp1` ln2px{x0qq , x ą 0.
The convergence region of the Mellin transform rf p0qX pzq of f p0qX pxq is the
line tz : Repzq “ 1u, and this fact is essential for the result of Theorem 2.
If the Mellin transform is analytic in a non–degenerating strip around
tz : Repzq “ 1u then, under certain assumptions on measurement error
density g, the estimation accuracy can be improved in terms of dependence
on x0. This issue is a subject of the next paragraph.
Choice of parameter s and improvements It is important to realize the
interplay between conditions on g and fX that lead to the results of Theorems 1
and 2. In particular, the following two facts are essential for the stated results.
(a) Since fX is a probability density, the Mellin transform rfXpzq always exists
on the vertical line tz : Repzq “ 1u. Note however that the local smooth-
ness assumption fX P Hx0,rpA, βq is not sufficient in order to guarantee
the existence of rfXpzq outside this line in the complex plane.
(b) The premise of Theorems 1 and 2 stipulates behavior of rg on the line
tz : Repzq “ 1u only; in particular, rgpzq does not vanish on this line.
Under (a) and (b) the only possible choice of parameter s is s “ 0, and as
pointed out in Remark 3(ii), the form of the corresponding estimator fˆs,hpx0q
coincides with that of the deconvolution estimator in the additive model based
on the log–transformed data.
As discussed in Remark 3(iii), the facts (a) and (b) are essential for the
proof of the lower bound of Theorem 2, which is achieved on a least favorable
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two–point testing problem for alternatives f
p0q
X and f
p1q
X satisfyingż 8
0
f
piq
X pxqx2αdx “ 8, i “ 0, 1, @α ‰ 0.
It turns out, however, that if rfXpzq is analytic in a strip around tz : Repzq “ 1u
then the upper bound of Theorem 1 can be improved in terms of dependence
on x0. As we demonstrate below, this improvement is achieved by the choice of
parameter s.
Let α ą 0, M ą 0, and consider the functional class
Fα,M pA, βq :“Hx0,rpA, βq X
"
f :
ż 8
0
x2αfpxqdx ďM
*
.
Note that for fX P Fα,M pA, βq it holds that
ΩfX Ą tz P C : 0 ď Repzq ď 2α` 1u.
The following statement holds.
Theorem 3. For arbitrarily small  ą 0, let
s˚ :“ max
 ´ α, 12 p1´ bq ` (. (3.19)
Suppose that Assumption [G1] holds with σ “ 1´ s˚ and γ ą 1. Let fˆs˚,h˚px0q
be the estimator associated with kernel K as in Theorem 1 and
s “ s˚, h “ h˚ :“ C5
“
M´1A2x´2s˚`20 pxβ0 ` 1q2n
‰´ 12β`2γ`1 .
If n is large enough so that h˚ ă mintln r, 1u, then
Rn
“
fˆs˚,h˚ ;Fα,M pA, βq
‰ ď C6rApxβ0`1qs 2γ`12β`2γ`1 `Mx2s˚´20 n´1˘ β2β`2γ`1 , (3.20)
where C6 depends on β only.
Remark 4.
(i) If γ ď 1 then the result of Theorem 3 holds for a slightly smaller set of
functions than Hx0,rpA, βq, as discussed in Remark 2(i).
(ii) For x0 separated away from zero by a constant, the upper bound (3.20)
takes the form
Rn
“
fˆs˚,h˚ ;Fα,M pA, βq
‰ ď C8A 2γ`12β`2γ`1 `Mx2γ´1`2s˚0 n´1˘ β2β`2γ`1 . (3.21)
Because s˚ ď 0, this bound is better than (3.18) in terms of its dependence
on x0, provided x0 ą 1. For instance, let η be uniformly distributed random
variable on r0, 1s; then γ “ 1, a “ 0 and b “ 8. If fX has bounded second
moment, i.e., fX P F1,M pA, βq, and the condition in (3.17) holds, then
in view of (3.19) the best choice of s is s “ s˚ “ ´1, and the right hand
side of (3.21) is proportional to x
´β{p2β`3q
0 . Thus, the accuracy improves
for large x0. This fact is in contrast to the result of Theorem 1 stated for
the functional class Hx0,rpA, βq.
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3.3.2. Super–smooth error densities
Now we turn to the convergence analysis of the risk of fˆs,hpx0q in the case of
super–smooth error densities characterized by the following assumption.
[G2] For some σ P pa, bq, there exist constants c0 ą 0, ω0 ą 0, γ ą 0, ν P R,
B2 ě B1 ą 0 such that
min
|ω|ďω0
|rgpσ ` iωq| ě c0 ą 0,
B1|ω|νe´γ|ω| ď |rgpσ ` iωq| ď B2|ω|νe´γ|ω|, @|ω| ě ω0. (3.22)
The probability densities on r0,8q with exponential tails are the prototypes of
densities satisfying Assumption [G2].
Example 4 (Gamma distribution). Let gpxq “ µαxα´1e´µx{Γpαq, α ą 0,
µ ą 0, x ą 0; then
rgpzq “ µ´z`1Γpz ` α´ 1q{Γpαq, Repzq ą ´α` 1.
As a result a “ ´α`1, b “ 8. Furthermore, it is well known [3, Corollary 1.4.4]
that for any σ ě ´2, there exist positive constants C and C 1 such that uniformly
for |ω| ě 2,
C|ω|σ´1{2e´|ω|pi{2 ď |Γpσ ` iωq| ď C 1|ω|σ´1{2e´|ω|pi{2. (3.23)
Thus, (3.22) is verified for large enough ω0 with some c0 “ c0pω0q ą 0, ν “
σ ` α´ 3{2 and γ “ pi{2.
Example 5 (Half–normal distribution). Let gpxq “a2{pip1{υq expt´x2{p2υ2qu
with v ą 0. As can be easily seen, gpxq is a probability density on R` and it
holds rgpzq “ pi´1{2p?2υqz´1Γpz{2q.
In view of (3.23), Assumption [G2] holds for large enough ω0 with ν “ pσ´1q{2
and γ “ pi{4.
Estimator and bounds on the risk Now we analyze the accuracy of fˆs,hpx0q
under Assumption [G2]. In this case the kernel K is to be constructed in a
different way. Specifically, let λ ě 2 be a fixed natural number, and let w be a
function defined via its Fourier transform,
pwpωq “ expt´|ω|2λ{2λu. (3.24)
Note that
ş8
´8 wpxqdx “ 1. For a positive integer number m let
Kptq “
m`1ÿ
j“1
`
m`1
j
˘p´1qj`1 1jw` tj ˘. (3.25)
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It is well-known that (3.25) defines kernel K satisfying condition (3.13) (see, e.g.,
[14]). Although functions w and K depend on the parameter λ, for the sake of
brevity we shall not indicate this in our notation. For h ą 0, let Khpx, yq and
Ls,hpx, yq be defined by (3.2) and (3.6), respectively. Consider the corresponding
estimator
fˆs,hpx0q “ 1
n
nÿ
j“1
Ls,hpx0, Yjq.
Theorem 4. Suppose that Assumption [G2] holds with σ “ 1. Let x0 ą 0,
and let fˆh˚px0q “ fˆ0,h˚px0q be the estimator associated with kernel K given in
(3.24) and (3.25) with parameters
m ě tβu` 1, h˚ “ C1γ
”
lnpA2x2β`20 nq
ı´1` 12λ
.
Then
lim sup
nÑ8
!
ϕ´1n Rnrfˆh˚ ;Hx0,rpA, βqs
)
ď C2, (3.26)
where ϕn “ Aγβplnnq´βp1´ 12λ qxβ0 , and C2 “ C2pβ, λq depends on λ and β.
Remark 5. Theorem 4 shows that for any fixed λ ě 2, the maximal risk of
fˆh˚ converges to zero at the rate O
`plnnq´βp1´p1{2λqq˘ as nÑ8. It may seem
advantageous to let λ Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8. However, the constant C2pβ, λq on the
right hand side of (3.26) explodes as λÑ8.
A simple modification of the proof of Theorem 2 shows that under Assump-
tion [G2] and under suitable condition on the derivative rg1p1 ` iωq (similar to
Assumption [G11]) one has
lim inf
nÑ8
!
φ´1n Rn˚rHx0,rpA, βqs
)
ě C3, φn :“ Aγβxβ0 plnnq´β ,
where C3 depends on β only. Thus the estimator fˆh˚ can be regarded as nearly
rate–optimal. It is worth noting that the result of Theorem 4 remains valid for
the class Fα,M pA, βq, and the choice of the parameter s ‰ 0 does not lead to
improvements in the rate of convergence in terms of its dependence on x0.
4. Estimation at zero
Now we turn to the problem of estimating fXp0q in the model (1.1). The fol-
lowing modification of the definition of Hx0,rpA, βq will be considered.
Definition 2. Let β ą 0, A ą 0 and r ą 0. We say that f P HrpA, βq, if f is
` “ tβu :“ maxtk P N0 : k ă βu times continuously differentiable on p0, rs and
maxk“1,...,` |f pkqpxq| ď A,ˇˇ
f p`qpxq ´ f p`qpx1qˇˇ ď A|x´ x1|β´`, @x, x1 P p0, rs.
We define also
H¯rpA, β,Mq :“HrpA, βq X
!
f : sup
tPR`
|fptq| ďM
)
. (4.1)
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First we note that if Ig :“
ş8
0
rgpxq{xsdx ă 8, i.e., if tz : Repzq “ 0u Ď Ωg,
then fY is finite at the origin, and in view of (1.2) fY p0q “ fXp0qIg. In this case
a natural estimator of fX can be defined as fˆXp0q “ fˆY p0q{Ig, where fˆY p0q is a
suitable estimator of fY p0q, say, a kernel-type estimator with bandwidth h, from
direct observations Y1, . . . , Yn. As a result, under the choice h — n´1{p2β`1q (see
e.g. Theorem 1.1 in [17]), we get
Rn
“
fˆh;HrpA, βq
‰ ď Opn´β{p2β`1qq.
It is also clear that this rate is minimax over the class HrpA, βq. Note, however,
that the condition tz : Repzq “ 0u Ď Ωg is too restrictive and does not hold
in many situations of interest. For instance, it does not hold for the uniform
distribution on r0, 1s. Thus, in the case when tz : Repzq “ 0u is not a subset of
Ωg, we need to propose an alternative method of estimating fXp0q.
4.1. Kernel construction and estimator
In order to construct an estimator of f at zero, we use the following kernel. For
a fixed real number s ě 0, consider the function
ψspxq “ 1?2pi e´
1
2 p1´sq2x´s expt´ 12 rlnxs2u, x ě 0. (4.2)
It is easily checked that
ş8
0
ψspxqdx “ 1 and rψsps` iωq “ 1?2pi e´ 12 p1´sq2e´ 12 |ω|2 .
Fix positive integer number m, and define the kernel
Kspxq “
m`1ÿ
j“1
`
m`1
j
˘p´1qj`1 1jψs`xj ˘, x ě 0. (4.3)
By construction, Ks satisfies condition (3.13). Another attractive property of
the kernel K is that the Mellin transform rKspzq decreases at the rate e´ 12 |ω|2
as |ω| Ñ 8 along the line tz : Repzq “ su [see the proof of Theorem 5].
Having defined the function Ks, let us consider its scaled version, Ks,hpxq :“
p1{hqKspx{hq for h ą 0, and note that
rKs,hpzq “ ż 8
0
tz´1Ks,hptqdt “ hz´1 rKspzq.
The kernel Ls,hpyq corresponding to Ks,hpxq is given by
Ls,hpyq :“ 1
2pii
ż s`i8
s´i8
rKs,hpzqrgp1´ zqy´zdz
“ 1
2pih1´sys
ż 8
´8
´h
y
¯iω rKsps` iωqrgp1´ s´ iωqdω, (4.4)
provided that the expression on the right hand side is well defined.
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Consider now the following estimator
fˆs,hp0q “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
Ls,hpYiq. (4.5)
The tuning parameters s and h will be specified below in Theorem 5.
4.2. Bounds on the risk
First we establish an upper bound on the maximal risk of the estimator fˆs,hp0q.
It is done under the following assumptions on the error density g.
[G3] For some p P r0, 1q, q ě 0 and δ P p0, 1q
c0x
´prlnp1{xqsq ď gpxq ď C0x´prlnp1{xqsq, x P p0, δq. (4.6)
Assumption [G3] prescribes behavior of the density g in a vicinity of the ori-
gin. If p ă 0 then the integral ş8
0
rgpxq{xsdx is finite, and, as discussed above,
the problem reduces to the density estimation from direct observations. More-
over, since g is a probability density, it must hold p ă 1. That is why in [G3]
we restrict our attention to the case p P r0, 1q. Note also that [G3] implies thatrg is well defined in the strip tz : p ă Repzq ď 1u, i.e., Ωg Ě tz : p ă Repzq ď 1u.
In addition to Assumption [G3], we impose some mild conditions on g that
guarantee existence of the estimator fˆs,hp0q under the following specific choice
of the parameter s,
s˚ :“ 12 p1´ pq; (4.7)
here p is the parameter appearing in Assumption [G3].
[G4] Suppose that |rgp1´ s˚ ` iωq| ą 0 for all ω P R, andż 8
´8
e´ω2{2
|rgp1´ s˚ ` iωq|dω _
ż 8
´8
e´ω2
|rgp1´ s˚ ` iωq|2 dω ď C1 ă 8. (4.8)
In addition, ż 8
´8
ˇˇˇˇ
dl
dωl
ˆ
e´ω2{2rgp1´ s˚ ` iωq
˙ˇˇˇˇ2
dω ď C2 ă 8, (4.9)
where l :“ rpq ` 1q{2s, and q appears in (4.6).
The conditions of Assumption [G4] are rather mild. First we note that under
Assumption [G3] the line tz : Repzq “ 1 ´ s˚ “ 12 p1 ` pqu belongs to the
convergence region of rg. The first condition in [G4] bounds from below the
rate of decay of rg along this line. It ensures that under the choice s “ s˚
the integrand in (4.4) is absolutely integrable and square integrable; thus the
estimator fˆs˚,hp0q in (4.5) is well defined [see the proof of Theorem 5 for details].
The second condition of [G4] is stated for the derivatives of the integrand in (4.4)
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and is used to bound the variance of fˆs˚,hp0q. Note that (4.8) holds both for
the smooth and super–smooth error densities.
We are now in a position to state an upper bound on the risk of the estimator
fˆs˚,hp0q under a suitable choice of the bandwidth h.
Theorem 5. Fix some positive real numbers A, β, M and consider the class of
functions H¯rpA, β,Mq defined in (4.1). Let Assumptions [G3] and [G4] hold,
and let fˆ˚p0q “ fˆs˚,h˚p0q denote the estimator (4.5) associated with parameters
m ě tβu` 1, s “ s˚ given by (4.7) and
h “ h˚ :“
“
MA´2plnnqq`κn´1‰ 12β`1`p , κ :“ " 0, p P p0, 1q,
1, p “ 0. (4.10)
Then for n large enough such that h˚ ă mintr, 1u one has
Rnrfˆ˚; H¯rpA, β,Mqs ď C3A 1`p2β`1`p
“
Mplnnqq`κn´1‰ β2β`1`p ,
where C3 may depend on β only.
Remark 6.
(i) Note that the upper bound of Theorem 5 holds both for smooth and super–
smooth error densities, provided that the mild conditions of Assumption
[G4] are fulfilled. This is in contrast to the results on estimating density
fX at a point separated away from zero.
(ii) It is instructive to consider particular cases corresponding to different er-
ror densities. For instance, if g is the uniform density on r0, 1s, or an
exponential density then p “ 0, q “ 0 and κ “ 1. So in these cases the
upper bound is of the order plnn{nqβ{p2β`1q which is only by a logarithmic
factor worse than the standard nonparametric rate.
Our next result is the lower bound on the minimax risk. To that end, we
introduce the following condition on g.
[G5] Suppose that tz P C : 1 ď Repzq ď 1` u Ă Ωg for some  ą 0, and
|rgp1` ` iωq| ď C4 ă 8, @ω. (4.11)
Assumption [G5] is rather mild; it holds if
ş8
0
xgpxqdx ď C4 for some  ą 0.
Note also that [G5] together with [G3] imply that rg is analytic in the strip
tz : p ă Repzq ď 1` u.
Theorem 6. Let Assumptions [G3] and [G5] hold, then for the functional class
H¯rpA, β,Mq with M ě 1 one has
lim inf
nÑ8
!
φ´1n Rn˚rH¯rpA, β,Mqs
)
ě C5,
where
φn :“ A p`12β`1`p
“
M1´pplnnqq`κn´1‰ β2β`1`p ,
and C5 depends on β only.
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The lower bound on the minimax risk of Theorem 6 matches the bound of
Theorem 5 up to a minor discrepancy in terms of dependence on M . Note,
however, that in the practically important case of p “ 0 the bounds coincide.
Thus the estimator fˆ˚p0q is rate–optimal on the class H¯rpA, β,Mq.
5. Numerical experiments
In this section we demonstrate that in many cases of interest the developed
estimators are given by analytic formulas and can be easily implemented. We
also illustrate numerically theoretical results on performance of the estimators.
5.1. Estimation outside zero
First we study numerically the accuracy of the estimator (3.8) for points sep-
arated away from zero. Assume that errors pηiq are beta–distributed with the
density
gpxq “ νxν´1, 0 ď x ď 1, ν ą 0, (5.1)
then
rgpzq “ ν ż 1
0
xν´1xz´1 dx “ ν{pν ` z ´ 1q. (5.2)
Furthermore, consider the case of exponentially distributed X, that is, fXpxq “
e´x for x ą 0. Let wpxq “ e´x2{2{?2pi, and for a fixed natural number m let
Kptq “
m`1ÿ
j“1
`
m`1
j
˘p´1qj`1 1jw` tj ˘. (5.3)
The bilateral Laplace transform of K is defined for any z P C and given by
qKpzq “ m`1ÿ
j“1
`
m`1
j
˘p´1qj`1 1?
2pij
ż 8
´8
e´t
2{p2j2q´tz dt
“
m`1ÿ
j“1
`
m`1
j
˘p´1qj`1ej2z2{2.
Let us now compute the kernel Ls,hpx, yq,
Ls,hpx, yq :“ 1
2piix
ż s`i8
s´i8
ˆ
x
y
˙z qKpzhqrgp1´ zq dz.
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Using (5.2), we obtain
1
2piix
ż s`i8
s´i8
ˆ
x
y
˙z
ej
2h2z2{2rgp1´ zq dz
“ 1
2piνx1´sys
ż 8
´8
eiu lnpx{yq pν ´ s´ iuqej2h2ps`iuq2{2 du
“ 1?
2pix1´sys
exp
"
j2s2h2
2
´ 1
2j2h2
rj2sh2 ` lnpx{yqs2
*
ˆ
"
ν ´ s
pj2h2q1{2 `
j2sh2 ` lnpx{yq
pj2h2q3{2
*
.
Thus
Ls,hpx, yq “ 1?
2pi
m`1ÿ
j“1
`
m`1
j
˘p´1qj`1 exp!´ ln2px{yq
2j2h2
) 1
xjh
”
ν ` lnpx{yq
j2h2
ı
.
Note that the kernel does not depend on s and this corresponds to the fact that
the function qKpzhq{rgp1´ zq is holomorphic.
In Figure 1 we present box plots of the quantity |fˆh‹pxq ´ fXpxq| for differ-
ent sample sizes n and different points x ą 0 over 200 simulation runs, where
in each run we construct the estimate fˆh‹pxq associated with the above ker-
nel Ls,h and a precomputed bandwidth h‹. The latter is found by minimizing
EN r|fˆhpxq´fXpxq|2s over h with the empirical expectation EN computed using
N “ 300 independent simulation runs. The left graph in Figure 1 demonstrates
convergence of the estimation error for x0 “ 1 as the sample sample grows, while
the right graph shows dependence of the error for a given sample size n “ 500
on x0. As can be seen the error decreases as x0 grows, which is in accordance
with the results of Theorem 3.
5.2. Estimation at zero
Now we illustrate behavior of the developed estimator for the case x0 “ 0. We
consider again beta–distributed errors as in (5.1) and (5.2). Let wpxq “ e´x,
and let K be given by (5.3). Using the fact that rwpzq “ Γpzq, we have for any
s ą maxp0, νq
1
2pi
ż 8
´8
e´iωy
rwps` iωqrgp1´ s´ iωqdω “ 12pi
ż 8
´8
e´iωyΓps` iωq
´
1´ s` iω
ν
¯
dω
“ 1
2pi
ż 8
´8
e´iωyΓps` iωqdω ´ 1
2piν
ż 8
´8
e´iωyΓp1` s` iωqdω.
The well-known identity
1
2pi
ż 8
´8
e´iωyΓps` iωqdω “ esy exp p´eyq , y P R
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Fig 1. Left: boxplots of the distance |fˆh‹ p1q ´ fXp1q|, where the estimate fˆh‹ p1q is based on
n P t100, 300, 500, 1000, 5000u observations of the r.v. Y under uniformly distributed errors.
Right: boxplots of the distance |fˆh‹ pxq ´ fXpxq| for x P t0.3, 0.5, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.5, 1.7u, where
the estimate fˆh‹ pxq is based on n “ 500 observations of the r.v. Y under uniformly distributed
errors. The bandwidth h‹ is precomputed using 300 independent runs.
leads to
1
2pi
ż 8
´8
e´iωy
ˆ
1´ s` iω
ν
˙
Γps` iωqdω “ esy exp p´eyq
ˆ
1´ e
y
ν
˙
.
Then using (4.4) and a straightforward algebra, we obtain
Ls,hpyq “
m`1ÿ
j“1
`
m`1
j
˘p´1qj`1 1
jh
exp
!
´ y
jh
)´
1´ y
jhν
¯
.
The corresponding estimator is fˆhp0q :“ 1n
řn
i“1 Ls,hpYiq.
In our simulation study we take fXpxq “ 2 expp´2xq so that fXp0q “ 2 and
the distribution of η as in (5.1) with ν P t1, 12u. In Figure 2 we present box plots
of the quantity |fˆhp0q ´ fXp0q| over 200 simulation runs, where in each run we
construct the estimate fˆh‹p0q using a precomputed bandwidth h‹. The latter is
found by minimizing EN r|fˆh‹p0q ´ fXp0q|2s over h with empirical expectation
EN computed using N “ 300 independent simulation runs. As expected, in the
case ν “ 1 the estimator is more accurate than in the case ν “ 1{2.
6. Proofs of main results
In the proofs below c0, c1, c2, . . . denote positive constants depending on the
parameters appearing in Assumptions [G1]–[G5] and on β only unless specified
otherwise.
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Fig 2. Boxplots of the distance |fˆhp0q ´ fXp0q|, where the estimate fˆhp0q is based on n P
t100, 300, 500, 1000, 5000u observations of the r.v. Y under beta-distributed errors with density
(5.1) with parameters ν “ 1 (left) and ν “ 1{2 (right).
6.1. Proof of Theorem 1
Note that under Assumption [G1] condition (3.14) with q ą γ`1 guarantees that
the estimator fˆhpx0q “ fˆ0,hpx0q is well–defined. Indeed, under this conditionpKp¨hq{rgp1´ i¨q P L1pRq X L2pRq.
10. The next statement establishes an upper bound on the bias of fˆs,hpx0q.
Lemma 3. Let Khp¨, ¨q be given by (3.2), where K satisfies (3.13) with m ě
tβu` 1; then for any x ą 0 and h P p0, ln rq
sup
fPHx,rpA,βq
ˇˇˇ ż 8
´8
Khpx, yqfpyqdy ´ fpxq
ˇˇˇ
ď c0A}K}1
”
hβ |x|β ` h``1
ÿ`
k“0
|x|k
ı
,
where c0 depends on β only, and }K}1 “
ş1
´1 |Kpxq|dx.
The proof of Lemma 3 is given in Section 7.
20. Now we derive an upper bound on the variance. Using the Cauchy–
Schwarz inequality we obtain
EfX
“
L2hpx0, Yjq
‰
“ 1
4pi2x20
ż 8
´8
ż 8
´8
|x0|ipω´µq rfY p1´ ipω ´ µqq pKpωhqrgp1´ iωq ¨ pKpµhqrgp1´ iµqdωdµ
ď 1
4pi2x20
ż 8
´8
| rfY p1´ iµq|dµ ż 8
´8
| pKpωhq|2
|rgp1´ iωq|2 dω.
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If γ ą 1 then rfY p1´ iµq is integrable:ż 8
´8
| rfY p1´ iµq|dµ “ ż 8
´8
| rfXp1´ iµq| ¨ |rgp1´ iµq|dµ
ď
ż 8
´8
|rgp1´ iµq|dµ ď c1 ă 8,
where the upper bound in (3.12) has been used. Moreover, in view of (3.14) and
the lower bound in (3.12) we haveż 8
´8
| pKpωhq|2
|rgp1´ iωq|2 dω ď c2h´2γ´1.
Combining these bounds we obtain varfX tfˆhpx0qu ď c3x´20 h´2γ´1n´1.
On the other hand, Lemma 3 and h ď 1 imply that
sup
fXPHx0,rpA,βq
ˇˇ
EfX rfˆhpx0qs ´ fXpx0q
ˇˇ ď c3Apxβ0 ` 1qhβ .
Then (3.16) follows from substitution of h˚ in the bounds for the bias and the
variance.
6.2. Proof of Theorem 2
The proof is based on the standard technique for proving lower bounds (see [17,
Chapter 2]). Recall that for two generic functions u and w on r0,8q we write
rw ‹ uspyq :“ ş8
0
p1{xqwpxqupy{xqdx.
00. Let ψ : R Ñ R be a function such that its Fourier transform pψ is an
infinitely differentiable function satisfying for some δ P p0, 14 q
Frψ;ωs “ pψpωq “ " 1, ω P r´2` δ,´1´ δs Y r1` δ, 2´ δs,
0, ω P p´8,´2s Y r´1, 1s Y r2,8q.
Let x0 ě c0 ą 0 for some constant c0, and define
f
p0q
X pxq :“
1
pixr1` ln2px{x0qs , x ą 0.
Define
f
p1q
X pxq “ f p0qX pxq ` θψhpxq, ψhpxq :“
1
x
ψ
ˆ
lnpx{x0q
h
˙
,
where h P p0, 1q and θ ą 0 are the parameters to be specified.
10. First we show that if θ is small enough, θ ď mint 12 , c1h´2u then f p1qX is a
probability density on r0,8q. Indeed, since pψp0q “ 0ż 8
0
ψhpxqdx “
ż 8
0
1
x
ψ
ˆ
lnpx{x0q
h
˙
dx “ h
ż 8
´8
ψptqdt “ 0.
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Thus, f
p1q
X integrates to one. Moreover, by construction ψ is rapidly decreas-
ing as t Ñ 8; in particular, |ψptq| ď pi´1 mint1, c1t´2u, @t P R with some
absolute constant c1. Therefore, the conditions θ ď 12 and c1θh2 ď 12 imply
that θ|ψpt{hq| ď rpip1 ` t2qs´1, which, in turn shows that f p1qX is non–negative.
Therefore f
p1q
X is the probability density.
20. First we note that if x0 ě c0 ą 0 for some c0 large enough then f p0qX P
Hx0,rpA{2, βq. Now we show that if θ “ c2Axβ`10 hβ for some constant c2 then
f
p1q
X PHx0,rpA, βq.
For simplicity and without loss of generality assume that β is integer, β ě 1.
Then by the Faa´ di Bruno formula
ψ
pβq
h pxq “
βÿ
j“0
ˆ
β
j
˙ p´1qj
xj`1
dβ´j
dxβ´j
ψ
ˆ
lnpx{x0q
h
˙
“
βÿ
j“0
ˆ
β
j
˙ p´1qj
xj`1
ÿ pβ ´ jq!
k1! ¨ ¨ ¨ kβ´j !ψ
pkq
ˆ
lnpx{x0q
h
˙
h´kx´pβ´jq
β´jź
i“1
„ p´1qi`1
i!
ki
,
where the second summation is over all partitions of β ´ j, and k :“ k1 ` . . .`
kβ´j , k1 ` 2k2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pβ ´ jqkβ´j “ β ´ j. It follows from this expression and
the fact that h ă 1 that
|ψpβqh pxq| ď c3x´β´1h´β max
k“1,...,β
ˇˇˇˇ
ψpkq
ˆ
lnpx{x0q
h
˙ˇˇˇˇ
, @x ą 0,
where c3 depends on β only. Since ψ is an infinite differentiable rapidly decreas-
ing function, we obtain
|ψpβqh pxq| ď c4x´β´10 h´β , r´1x0 ď x ď rx0,
where c4 depends on β. Then setting θ “ c2Axβ`10 hβ , by choice of c2 we obtain
f
p1q
X PHx0,rpA, βq.
30. Next we bound the χ2–divergence between f
p1q
Y and f
p0q
Y . We have
f
p0q
Y pyq “ rf p0qX ‹ gspyq “
1
piy
ż 8
0
gpxq
1` rlnpy{x0q ´ lnpxqs2 dx
ě 1
piyr1` 2 ln2py{x0qs
ż 8
0
gpxq
1` 2 ln2pxqdx ě
c5
yr1` 2 ln2py{x0qs .
Furthermore,
f
p1q
Y pyq ´ f p0qY pyq “ θrg ‹ ψhspyq “ θ
ż 8
0
1
x
gpxqψhpy{xqdx
“ θ
2piy
ż 8
´8
rgp1` iωq rψhp1` iωqy´iωdω, (6.1)
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where in the second line we have applied the inverse Mellin transform formula.
By definition of ψh,
rψhp1` iωq “ ż 8
0
xiωψhpxqdx “
ż 8
0
xiω´1ψ
ˆ
lnpx{x0q
h
˙
dx
“ hxiω0
ż 8
´8
eithωψptqdt “ hxiω0 pψp´ωhq.
Substituting this expression in (6.1) we obtain
f
p1q
Y pyq ´ f p0qY pyq “
θh
2piy
ż 8
´8
rgp1` iωq pψp´ωhqe´iω lnpy{x0qdω “: θh
2piy
ρ
`
lnpy{x0qq.
The χ2–divergence between f
p1q
Y and f
p0q
Y is bounded as follows
χ2pf p1qY , f p0qY q “
ż 8
0
pf p1qY pyq ´ f p0qY pyqq2
f
p0q
Y pyq
dy
ď c6θ2h2
ż 8
0
r1`2 ln2py{x0qs1
y
ρ2
`
lnpy{x0q
˘
dy “ c6θ2h2
ż 8
´8
p1`2t2qρ2ptqdt.
By Parseval’s identity, definition of ψ and Assumption [G1]ż 8
´8
ρ2ptqdt “
ż 8
´8
|rgp1` iωq|2| pψp´ωhq|2dω ď 2 ż 2{h
1{h
|rgp1` iωq|2dω ď c7h2γ´1.
(6.2)
Moreover, using Assumptions [G1] and [G11]ż 8
´8
t2ρ2ptqdt “
ż 8
´8
ˇˇˇ d
dω
rgp1` iωq pψp´ωhqˇˇˇ2dω
ď 2
ż 8
´8
|rg1p1` iωq|2| pψp´ωhq|2dω ` 2 ż 8
´8
|rgp1` iωq|2| pψ1p´ωhq|2h2dω
ď c8h2γ´1 ` c9h2γ`1.
Combining these bounds with (6.2) for h small enough we obtain
χ2pP p1q, P p0qq ď c9θ2h2γ`1 “ c10A2x2β`20 h2β`2γ`1.
40. Now we complete the proof. Let
h “ h˚ :“ c11x´
2β`2
2β`2γ`1
0 pA2nq´
1
2β`2γ`1 .
With this choice θ “ c2Axβ`10 hβ˚ ď 12 for n large enough so f p1qX P Hx0,rpA, βq.
We obtain χ2pf p1qY , f p0qY q ď 1{n so that the hypotheses fX “ f p0qX and fX “
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f
p1q
X are indistinguishable from the observations Y1, . . . , Yn. Moreover, with this
choice of the parameter hˇˇˇ
f
p1q
X px0q ´ f p0qX px0q
ˇˇˇ
“ θ|ψh˚px0q| “ c12Axβ`10 hβ˚x´10 |ψp0q|
“ c13A 2γ`12β`2γ`1x
βp2γ´1q
2β`2γ`1
0 n
´ β2β`2γ`1 .
This completes the proof of the theorem.
6.3. Proof of Theorem 3
The bound on bias of fˆs,hpx0q given in Lemma 3 remains intact. We consider
only the variance term. For
Ls,hpx, yq “ 1
2pix
ż 8
´8
ˆ
x
y
˙s`iω qKpps` iωqhqrgp1´ s´ iωq dω
we have
EfX
“
L2s,hpx0, Yjq
‰
“ 1
4pi2x2´2s0
ż 8
´8
ż 8
´8
x
ipω´µq
0
rfY p1´2s´ipω´µqq qKpps` iωqhqrgp1´ s´ iωq ¨ qKpps` iµqhqrgp1´ s´ iµqdωdµ
ď 1
4pi2x2´2s0
ż 8
´8
| rfY p1´ 2s´ iµq|dµ ż 8
´8
ˇˇˇˇ qKpps` iωqhqrgp1´ s´ iωq
ˇˇˇˇ2
dω.
Since fX P Fα,M pA, βq, | rfXp1 ´ 2s ´ iµq| ď 1 ` M ă 8 for all µ P R and
´α ď s ď 0. For such sż 8
´8
| rfY p1´ 2s´ iµq|dµ ď p1`Mq ż 8
´8
|rgp1´ 2s´ iµq|dµ ď c1p1`Mq,
provided that a ă 1 ´ 2s ă b. Setting s “ s˚ “ maxt´α, 12 p1 ´ bq ` u for any
 ą 0 we obtain
EfX
“
L2s˚,hpx0, Yjq
‰ ď c2p1`Mq
4pi2x
2´2s˚
0
ż 8
´8
ˇˇˇˇ qKpps˚ ` iωqhqrgp1´ s˚ ´ iωq
ˇˇˇˇ2
dω. (6.3)
Furthermore,
qKpps˚ ` iωqhq “ ż 1
´1
Kpxqe´s˚hxe´iωhxdx “ Frvs˚,h;ωhs “ pvs˚,hpωhq,
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where vs,hpxq :“ Kpxqe´shx1r´1,1spxq. Thereforeż 8
´8
ˇˇˇˇ qKpps˚ ` iωqhqrgp1´ s˚ ´ iωq
ˇˇˇˇ2
dω “
ż 8
´8
ˇˇˇˇ pvs˚,hp´ωhqrgp1´ s˚ ´ iωq
ˇˇˇˇ2
dω
ď c3
h2γ`1
ż 8
´8
|pvs˚,hpωq|2p1` |ω|2γqdω, (6.4)
where c3 may depend on s˚. In view of (3.14), vs,h is q times continuously differ-
entiable on its support, and v
pqq
s,hpxq “
řq
j“0
`
q
j
˘
Kpjqpxqp´shqq´je´shx. Therefore
››vpqqs˚,h››2 ď qÿ
j“0
`
q
j
˘
e2|s˚|h|s˚h|q´j
„ ż 1
´1
|Kpjqpxq|2dx
1{2
ď c4 max
j“0,...,q }K
pjq}2 ď c5CK .
Taking into account that q ą γ`1 and combining this inequality with (6.4) and
(6.3) we obtain
varfX
 
fˆs˚,hpx0qu ď c6p1`Mqx´2`2s˚0 h´2γ´1n´1.
This bound together with the bound on the bias leads to the announced result.
6.4. Proof of Theorem 4
The proof goes along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 1. In the proof
below c1, c2, . . . stand for positive constants depending on β and λ only.
It is immediate to verify that
| pKpωq| ď c1 expt´ω2λ{2λu, @ω P R. (6.5)
This fact together with Assumption [G2] guarantees that the estimator fˆh˚px0q
is well–defined. In addition, by [11, Chapter IV, § 7] as |t| Ñ 8
wptq “ 2
b
1
2λ´1 |t|´pλ´1q{p2λ´1q exp
!
´
´
2λ´1
2λ
¯
sin
´
pi
2p2λ´1q
¯
|t|2λ{p2λ´1q
)
ˆ
”
cos
ˆ
2λ´1
2λ |t|2λ{p2λ´1q cos
´ pi
2p2λ´ 1q
¯˙
`O
´
|t|´2λ{p2λ´1q
¯ı
.
Therefore, it follows from (3.25) that for large |t| one has
|Kptq| ď c2|t|´pλ´1q{p2λ´1q exp
!
´ c3|t|2λ{p2λ´1q
)
. (6.6)
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First we bound the bias of the estimator fˆh˚px0q. To that end we note that
the proof of Lemma 3 applies verbatim; the only difference is that now the
integration in (7.10) is over the whole real line because K is not compactly
supported. However, since K is a bounded function and in view of (6.6) we haveż 8
´8
|t|``1e`|th||Kptq|dt ď
ż 8
´8
|t|`` λ2λ´1 exp
!
`|t| ´ c3|t|´ 2λ2λ´1
)
dt ď c4.
This inequality and reasoning of the proof of Lemma 3 yield
sup
fPHx,rpA,βq
ˇˇˇ ż 8
´8
Khpx, yqfpyqdy ´ fpxq
ˇˇˇ
ď c5A
”
hβ |x|β ` h``1
ÿ`
k“0
|x|k
ı
.
To bound the variance we follow the lines of the proof of Theorem 1. In
particular, in view of (6.5) and Assumption [G2] by straightforward algebra we
have for small enough h
EfX
“
L2hpx0, Yjq
‰ ď c6
x20
ż 8
´8
| pKpωhq|2
|rgp1´ iωq|2 dω
ď c7
x20
"
1`
ż
ω0ď|ω|ďω1
`
ż
|ω|ąω1
|ω|´2ν expt|ω|γ ´ |ωh|2λ{λudω
*
ď c8
x20
exp
!
c9
`
γh´1
˘2λ{p2λ´1q)
,
where we set ω1 :“ pλγq1{p2λ´1qh´2λ{p2λ´1q. Then the result of the theorem
follows from balancing the bounds in the two previous display formulas.
6.5. Proof of Theorem 5
In the proof below c1, c2, . . . stand for positive constants; they can depend on
parameters appearing in assumptions [G3] and [G4] and on parameter β only.
The proof proceeds in steps.
10. First we show that under the premise of the theorem the estimator fˆs˚,hp0q
is well defined. It follows from the definition of function ψspxq that
rψsps` iωq “ 1?
2pi
e´
1
2 p1´sq2
ż 8
0
xs`iω´1x´s expt´ 12 rlnxs2udx
“ 1?
2pi
e´
1
2 p1´sq2e´
1
2ω
2
;
thereforeż 8
0
ψs
´x
j
¯
xs`iω´1dx “ js`iω rψsps` iωq “ js`iω?
2pi
e´
1
2 p1´sq2e´
1
2ω
2
,
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and
rKsps` iωq “ 1?
2pi
e´
1
2 p1´sq2e´ω
2{2
m`1ÿ
j“1
`
m`1
j
˘p´1qj`1js´1`iω.
The last expression implies that
| rKsps` iωq| ď c1mse´ 12 p1´sq2e´ω2{2, (6.7)
where c1 depends on m only. Next we observe that Assumption [G3] implies
1´ s˚ “ 1´ 12 p1´ pq P Ωg, so that rgp1´ s˚ ` iωq is well defined. Then in view
of (6.7) and condition (4.8) of Assumption [G4], rKs˚ps˚ ` i¨q{rgp1 ´ s˚ ´ i¨q P
L1pRq X L2pRq so that fˆs˚,hp0q is well defined.
20. Our next step is to prove the following statement about local behavior
of the density fY near the origin. This result is instrumental in establishing an
upper bound on the variance term.
Lemma 4. Let Assumption [G3] hold, and assume that fXptq ďM , @t.
(i) If p “ 0 then for all y ď δ
fY pyq ď C1p1`Mq| ln y|q`1 `Mδ´1,
where C1 depends on q only.
(ii) If p P p0, 1q then for all y ď δ
fY pyq ď C2
`
1`Mp´1˘y´p| ln y|q `Mδ´1,
where C2 depends on q only.
The proof of the lemma is given in Section 7.
30. Now we are ready to establish an upper bound on the variance term.
Define
ρspxq :“ 1
2pi
ż 8
´8
e´iωx
rKsps` iωqrgp1´ s´ iωqdω.
With this notation Ls,hpyq “ hs´1y´sρsplnpy{hqq [cf. (4.4)], and therefore
EfX
“
L2s,hpY q
‰ “ 1
h2´2s
ż 8
0
ρ2splnpy{hqq
y2s
fY pyqdy.
Now we bound the last integral which can be written as a sum J1 ` J2, where
J1 :“ 1
h2´2s
ż δ
0
ρ2splnpy{hqq
y2s
fY pyqdy, J2 :“ 1
h2´2s
ż 8
δ
ρ2splnpy{hqq
y2s
fY pyqdy.
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Using Lemma 4 for p “ 0 and s “ s˚ “ 12 by straightforward algebra we obtain
J1 ď c1M
h
ż δ
0
y´1ρs˚plnpy{hqq
“| ln y|q`1 ` δ´1‰dy
ď c2M
h
ˆ
| lnh|q`1
ż 8
´8
ρ2s˚ptqdt`
ż 8
´8
ρ2s˚ptq|t|q`1dt
˙
ď c3Mh´1| lnh|q`1,
where the last inequality follows from condition [G4] [cf. (4.8) and (4.9)]. If
p P p0, 1q then using Lemma 4 for s “ s˚ “ 12 p1´ pq we have similarly
J1 ď c4M
h2´2s˚
ż δ0
0
1
y
ρ2s˚plnpy{hqq
y´p| ln y|q`κ
y2s˚´1
dy
ď c5M
h1`p
ˆ
| lnh|q
ż 8
´8
ρ2s˚ptqdt`
ż 8
´8
ρ2s˚ptq|t|qdt
˙
ď c6Mh´1´prlnp1{hqsq.
Combining the last two upper bounds on J1 in cases p “ 0 and p P p0, 1q we can
write
J1 ď c7Mh´1´prlnp1{hqsq`κ ,
where κ is defined in (4.10).
In order to bound J2 we note that (4.8) implies |ρs˚pxq| ď c8 ă 8, @x;
therefore
J2 ď c28h´1´p
ż 8
δ0
yp´1fY pyqdy ď c9h´1´p.
Combining the bounds on J1 and J2 we obtain
EfX
“
L2s˚,hpY q
‰ ď c10Mh´1´prlnp1{hqsq`κ .
40. We proceed with bounding the bias of fˆs˚,hp0q. By construction ofKs˚,hpxq
we haveż 8
0
p1{hqKs˚px{hqrfXpxq ´ fXp0qsdx “
ż 8
0
Ks˚puqrfXpuhq ´ fXp0qsdx
“
ż r{h
0
Ks˚puq
” `´1ÿ
j“1
1
j!
f
pjq
X p0qpuhqj `
1
`!
f
p`q
X pξuhqpuhq`
ı
du
`
ż 8
r{h
Ks˚puqrfXpuhq ´ fXp0qsdu.
Since fXpxq ďM , @x, by (4.2) and (4.3)ˇˇˇˇ ż 8
r{h
Ks˚rfXpuhq ´ fXp0qsdu
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2M
m`1ÿ
j“1
`
m`1
j
˘ ż 8
r{h
ψs˚pxqdx
ď c1M expt´c2rlnpr{hqs2u.
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Furthermore, it is readily verified that for small enough hˇˇˇˇ ż r{h
0
Ks˚puqujdu
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ ż 8
r{h
Ks˚puqujdu
ˇˇˇˇ
ď c3 exp
 ´ c4rln ` rmh˘s2(.
Using these facts we finally obtain thatˇˇˇˇ ż 8
0
p1{hqKs˚px{hqrfXpxq ´ fXp0qsdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ď c5Ahβ ` c6p1`Mq exp
 ´ c7“ ln ` rmh˘‰2(.
We complete the proof by noting that the choice h “ h˚ indicated in the state-
ment of the theorem provides a balance for the bounds on the bias and on the
variance.
6.6. Proof of Theorem 6
The proof is based on the standard technique for proving lower bounds (see [17,
Chapter 2]). Throughout the proof constants c0, c1, . . . may depend only on β
and parameters appearing in Assumptions [G3] and [G5].
10. Let M0 “ piM{4, and without loss of generality assume that M0 ě 1. Let
f
p0q
X pxq :“
2M0
pip1`M0xqp1` ln2p1`M0xqq , x ě 0.
It is evident that f
p0q
X pxq ďM{2, @x and f p0qX P H¯rpA, β,Mq provided that A is
large enough.
For h ą 0 define
f
p1q
X pxq “ f p0qX pxq ` c0Ahβϕ px{hq , ϕpxq :“ p1´ xqe´x, x ě 0.
In what follows parameter h will be chosen going to zero as n Ñ 8; in the
subsequent proof we use this fact. It is evident that function f
p1q
X is a probability
density, and under appropriate choice of constant c0 and for h small enough it
belongs to H¯rpA, β,Mq. We note also that
rϕpzq “ ż 8
0
xz´1ϕpxqdx “ Γpzq ´ Γpz ` 1q, z P Ωϕ “ tz : Repzq ą 0u. (6.8)
Our current goal is to bound the χ2–divergence between the corresponding
densities of observations f
p0q
Y and f
p1q
Y . For any s such that tz : Repzq “ su Ď
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Ωg X Ωϕ we have
f
p1q
Y pyq´f p0qY pyq “ c0Ahβ
ż 8
0
1
x
ϕ
´ y
hx
¯
gpxqdx
“ c0Ah
β
2pii
ż s`i8
s´i8
´h
y
¯z rϕpzqrgpzqdz
“ c0Ah
β`s
2piys
ż 8
´8
´h
y
¯iω rϕps` iωqrgps` iωqdω “ c0Ahβ`sy´sρsplnpy{hqq,
where we have used the Mellin transform inversion formula, and we have denoted
ρsptq :“ 1
2pi
ż 8
´8
e´iωt rϕps` iωqrgps` iωqdω “ est
2pi
ż s`i8
s´i8
e´zt rϕpzqrgpzqdz. (6.9)
Thus
χ2pf p0qY , f p1qY q “ c20A2h2pβ`sq
ż 8
0
y´1ρ2splnpy{hqq
y2s´1f p0qY pyq
dy, (6.10)
and now we will bound the integral on the right hand side under a particular
choice of parameter s.
20. Let s “ s˚ :“ 12 pp ` 1q. Note that by the upper bound in (4.6) and by
definition of s˚
|rgps˚ ` iωq| ď ż 8
0
xs˚´1gpxqdx “
ż 8
0
xpp´1q{2gpxqdx ď c1;
thus tz : Repzq “ s˚u Ď Ωg. Let ν :“ 12 p1 ´ pq ` , where  is given in As-
sumption [G5]. Then s˚ ` ν “ 1 ` , and according to Assumptions [G3] and
[G5], function e´ztrgpzqrϕpzq is analytic in tz : s˚ ď Repzq ď s˚ ` νu. Therefore
the line of integration in the last integral on the right hand side of (6.9) can be
replaced by tz : Repzq “ s˚ ` νu. This yields
ρs˚ptq “ e
s˚t
2pi
ż s˚`ν`i8
s˚`ν´i8
e´ztrgpzqrϕpzqdz
“ e
´νt
2pi
ż 8
´8
e´iωtrgp1` ` iωqrϕp1` ` iωqdω.
Then it follows from Assumption [G5] that
|ρs˚ptq| ď c2e´νt
ż 8
´8
|rϕp1` ` iωq|dω ď c3e´νt, (6.11)
where the last inequality follows from (6.8) and bounds on the Gamma function
as presented in (3.23) in Example 4.
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30. Now we derive lower bounds on f
p0q
Y pyq. Note that f p0qX pxq “M0f¯ p0qX pM0xq
where
f¯
p0q
X pxq :“
2
pip1` xqp1` ln2p1` xqq , x ě 0.
Therefore f
p0q
Y pyq “M0f¯ p0qY pM0yq, f¯ p0qY pyq :“ rf¯ p0qX ‹ gspyq and the lower bounds
on f
p0q
Y pyq can be obtained in an evident way from the corresponding bounds
on f¯
p0q
Y pyq.
First we note that the lower bound in (4.6) and the arguments as in the proof
of (7.14) in Lemma 4, yield for all y ă δ{2ż δ
y
rgptq{tsdt ě c4y´p| ln y|q`κ , (6.12)
where κ is defined in (4.10). In view of (6.12) for y ă δ{2
f¯
p0q
Y pyq ě
ż δ
y
2gpxq
pixp1` y{xqp1` ln2p1` y{xqq dx
ě 1
pip1` ln2p2qq
ż δ
y
gpxq
x
dx ě c5y´p| ln y|q`κ .
Thus,
f
p0q
Y pyq ě c5M1´p0 y´p| lnpM0yq|q`κ , @y ă δ{p2M0q. (6.13)
On the other hand, for any y we have
f¯
p0q
Y pyq “
ż 8
0
2gpxq
pixp1` y{xqp1` ln2p1` y{xqq dx
ě
ż 1
0
2gpxq
pipx` yqp1` 2 ln2px` yq ` 2 ln2pxqq dx
ě 2
pip1` yqp1` 2 ln2p1` yqq
ż 1
0
gpxq
1` 2 ln2pxq dx
ě c6p1` yqp1` 2 ln2p1` yqq ,
so that
f
p0q
Y pyq ě
c6M0
p1`M0yqp1` 2 ln2p1`M0yqq , @y. (6.14)
40. Now we bound from above the integral on the right hand side of (6.10).
Let ξ P ph, δ{p2M0qq be a parameter that will be specified later; then we can
write the integral on the right hand side of (6.10) in the following formż 8
0
y´1ρ2s plnpy{hqq
y2s´1f p0qY pyq
dy
“
ż ξ
0
y´1ρ2s plnpy{hqq
y2s´1f p0qY pyq
dy `
ż 8
ξ
y´1ρ2s plnpy{hqq
y2s´1f p0qY pyq
dy “: I1 ` I2. (6.15)
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Our current goal is to bound I1 and I2 when s “ s˚ “ 12 pp` 1q.
Using (6.13) we obtain
I1 ď c6
M1´p0
ż ξ
0
y´1ρ2s˚plnpy{hqq
| lnpM0yq|q`κ dy ď
c6| lnpM0ξq|´q´κ
M1´p0
ż lnpξ{hq
´8
ρ2s˚ptqdt (6.16)
It follows from (6.9) thatż 8
´8
ρ2s˚ptqdt “
1
2pi
ż 8
´8
|rϕps˚ ` iωq|2|rgps˚ ` iωq|2dω
ď c7
ż 8
´8
|rϕps˚ ` iωq|2dω “ c7 ż 8
0
x2s˚´1ϕ2pxqdx ď c8,
where the equality in the last line follows from the Parseval identity (2.2), and
the last inequality is by definition of ϕ. This inequality together with (6.16)
leads to
I1 ď c9M´1`p0 | lnpM0ξq|´q´κ . (6.17)
Now consider the integral I2 on the right hand side of (6.15). Using (6.14)
we write (remind that 2s˚ ´ 1 “ p)
I2 ď c10
M0
ż 8
ξ
y´p´1ρ2s˚plnpy{hqqp1`M0yqr1` ln2p1`M0yqsdy
“ c10
M0
"ż 8
ξ
y´p´1r1` ln2p1`M0yqsρ2s˚plnpy{hqqdy
` M0
ż 8
ξ
y´pr1` ln2p1`M0yqsρ2s˚plnpy{hqqdy
*
“: c10
M0
tIp1q2 ` Ip2q2 u.
(6.18)
Applying (6.11), using a simple inequality lnp1 ` xq ď ln 2 ` |lnx| , x ě 0, and
assuming that h is small so that M0h ď 1 we derive
I
p1q
2 “ h´p
ż 8
lnpξ{hq
e´ptρ2s˚ptq
“
1` ln2p1`M0hetq
‰
dt
ď c11h´p
ż 8
lnpξ{hq
e´pp`νqte´νtp1` t2qdt
ď c12hνξ´p´ν
ż 8
0
e´
1
2 p1´pqtp1` t2qdt ď c13hνξ´p´ν , (6.19)
and similarly
I
p2q
2 ď c14M0h´p`1
ż 8
lnpξ{hq
etp1´pqe´2νt
“
1` t2‰dt ď c15M0h´p`1, (6.20)
where we have used that ν “ 12 p1´pq` . Combining inequalities (6.20), (6.19),
(6.18) and (6.17) we conclude that for small enough h and for ξ P ph, δ{p2M0qq
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one hasż 8
0
y´1ρ2s˚ plnpy{hqq
y2s´1f p0qY pyq
dy ď c16
M0
!
Mp0 rlnpM0{ξqs´q´κ ` hνξ´p´ν `M0h´p`1
)
.
Let ν0 P p0, νq; then we set ξ “ hpν´ν0q{pp`νq. First, we note that with this
choice ξ ě h as required. Second, it is immediately verified that the second term
in the figure brackets on the right hand side of the previous display formula is
bounded above by hν0 , and the first term is dominant as hÑ 0. Combining this
result with (6.10) we conclude that for h small enough
χ2pf p0qY , f p1qY q “ c16A2M´1`ph2pβ`s˚qrlnp1{hqs´q´κ ,
where we took into account that M0 “ piM{4.
50. Now we complete the proof of the theorem. Let
h “ h˚ “
“
c17A
´2M1´pplnnqq`κn´1‰1{p2β`1`pq.
With this choice and appropriately small constant c16 the χ
2–divergence χ2pf p0qY , f p1qY q
is less than 1{n, and the hypotheses fX “ f p0qX and fX “ f p1qX cannot be distin-
guished from the observations. Under these circumstances
|f p0qX p0q ´ f p1qX p0q| “ c1Ahβ˚ “ c18A
p`1
2β`1`p
“
M1´pplnnqq`κn´1‰ β2β`1`p .
This completes the proof.
7. Proofs of auxiliary results
7.1. Proof of Lemma 1
Considering the integral (1.2) for y ě 0 and y ă 0 and using notation (2.3) we
obtain
f`Y pyq “
ż 8
0
1
x
f`Xpy{xqg`pxqdx ´
ż 8
0
1
x
f´Xpy{xqg´pxqdx (7.1)
f´Y pyq “ ´
ż 8
0
1
x
f`Xpy{xqg´pxqdx`
ż 8
0
1
x
f´Xpy{xqg`pxqdx. (7.2)
Applying the Mellin transform to the both sides of (7.1)–(7.2), we have
rf`Y pzq “ rf`Xpzqrg`pzq ´ rf´Xpzqrg´pzq,rf´Y pzq “ ´ rf`Xpzqrg´pzq ` rf´Xpzqrg`pzq. (7.3)
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Note that the line tz : Repzq “ 1u is in the strip of analyticity of rf˘X and rg˘
because fX and g are probability densities. Thus the Mellin transforms in (7.3)
are well–defined in an infinite strip containing the line tz : Repzq “ 1u.
The system of equations (7.3) has a unique solution p rf`Xpzq, rf´Xpzqq if and
only if ˇˇˇˇ
det
„ rg`pzq ´rg´pzq
´rg´pzq rg`pzq
 ˇˇˇˇ
“ ˇˇrrg`pzqs2 ´ rrg´pzqs2 ˇˇ ‰ 0.
Under this condition, with rf`Xpzq and rf´Xpzq satisfying (7.3) in the common
region of analyticity containing the line tz : Repzq “ 1u, functions f`X and f´X
are uniquely determined by the inversion formula
f˘Xpxq “
1
2pi
ż 8
´8
x´p1`ivq rf˘Xp1` ivqdv.
Therefore the necessary and sufficient conditions for identifiability are
rg`pzq ´ rg´pzq “ ż 8
0
xz´1rgpxq ´ gp´xqsdx ‰ 0, rg`pzq ` rg´pzq ‰ 0 (7.4)
for almost all z in the common strip of analyticity of rg` and rg´. Note thatrg`pzq ` rg´pzq is an analytic function; therefore the second condition in (7.4)
holds for any density g. Then the statement of the lemma follows from the
uniqueness property of the Mellin transform.
7.2. Proof of Lemma 2
By (1.2) we haveż 8
´8
Ls,hpx, yqfY pyqdy “
ż 8
´8
„ ż 8
´8
Ls,hpx, tyqgptqdt

fXpyqdy;
therefore, in order to prove (3.5) it suffices to show that Ls,hp¨, ¨q solves the
equation ż 8
´8
Ls,hpx, tyqgptqdt “ Khpx, yq. (7.5)
To this end, we will show that for any fixed x the one–sided Mellin transforms
of expressions on the both sides of (7.5) coincide in a common vertical strip of
the complex plane. This will imply the lemma statement.
It follows from (3.2) that for x ą 0ż 8
0
yz´1Khpx, yqdy “ xz´1
ż 8
´8
Kptqethzdt “ xz´1 qKpzhq, (7.6)
and for x ă 0ż 0
´8
p´yqz´1Khpx, yqdy “ p´xqz´1
ż 8
´8
Kptqethzdt “ p´xqz´1 qKpzhq. (7.7)
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Let
L`s,hp¨, yq :“
"
Ls,hp¨, yq, y ą 0
0, y ă 0, L
´
s,hp¨, yq :“
"
Ls,hp¨,´yq, y ą 0
0, y ă 0.
Remind that with this notation, Ls,hp¨, yq “ L`s,hp¨, yq for y ě 0 and Ls,hp¨, yq “
L´s,hp¨,´yq for y ă 0. Integrating the left hand side of (7.5) we obtainż 8
0
yz´1
ż 8
´8
Ls,hpx, tyqgptqdtdy
“
ż 8
0
yz´1
ż 0
´8
Ls,hpx, tyqgptqdtdy `
ż 8
0
yz´1
ż 8
0
Ls,hpx, tyqgptqdtdy
“
ż 8
0
yz´1
ż 8
0
Ls,hpx,´tyqgp´tqdtdy `
ż 8
0
yz´1
ż 8
0
Ls,hpx, tyqgptqdtdy
“ rL´s,hpx, zqrg´p1´ zq ` rL`s,hpx, zqrg`p1´ zq,
where we denoted rL`s,hpx, zq “MrL`s,hpx, ¨q; zs and rL´s,hpx, zq “MrL´s,hpx, ¨q; zs.
Similarly,ż 0
´8
p´yqz´1
ż 8
´8
Ls,hpx, tyqgptqdtdy
“
ż 8
0
yz´1
ż 0
´8
Ls,hpx,´tyqgptqdtdy `
ż 8
0
yz´1
ż 8
0
Ls,hpx,´tyqgptqdtdy
“
ż 8
0
yz´1
ż 8
0
Ls,hpx, tyqgp´tqdtdy `
ż 8
0
yz´1
ż 8
0
Ls,hpx,´tyqgptqdtdy
“ rL`s,hpx, zqrg´p1´ zq ` rL´s,hpx, zqrg`p1´ zq.
Comparing these expressions with (7.6) and (7.7), we set
rL´s,hpx, zqrg´p1´ zq ` rL`s,hpx, zqrg`p1´ zq “ " xz´1 qKpzhq, x ą 0,0, x ă 0, (7.8)
and
rL`s,hpx, zqrg´p1´ zq ` rL´s,hpx, zqrg`p1´ zq “ " 0, x ą 0p´xqz´1 qKpzhq, x ă 0. (7.9)
It is immediate to verify that solution to equations (7.8)–(7.9) is given by
rL`s,hpx, zq “ qKpzhqrrg`p1´ zqs2 ´ rrg´p1´ zqs2 ˆ
"
xz´1rg`p1´ zq, x ą 0
´p´xqz´1rg´p1´ zq, x ă 0,
rL´s,hpx, zq “ qKpzhqrrg`p1´ zqs2 ´ rrg´p1´ zqs2 ˆ
" ´xz´1rg´p1´ zq, x ą 0
p´xqz´1rg`p1´ zq, x ă 0.
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Applying the inverse Mellin transform we obtain
L`s,hpx, yq “
1
2piix
ż s`i8
s´i8
´x
y
¯z qKpzhq rg`p1´ zq
rrg`p1´ zqs2 ´ rrg´p1´ zqs2 dz, x ą 0, y ą 0,
L`s,hpx, yq “ ´
1
2piix
ż s`i8
s´i8
´´x
y
¯z qKpzhq rg´p1´ zq
rrg`p1´ zqs2 ´ rrg´p1´ zqs2 dz, x ă 0, y ą 0,
and
L´s,hpx, yq “ ´
1
2piix
ż s`i8
s´i8
´x
y
¯z qKpzhq rg´p1´ zq
rrg`p1´ zqs2 ´ rrg´p1´ zqs2 dz, x ą 0, y ą 0,
L´s,hpx, yq “
1
2piix
ż s`i8
s´i8
´´x
y
¯z qKpzhq rg`p1´ zq
rrg`p1´ zqs2 ´ rrg`p1´ zqs2 dz, x ă 0, y ą 0.
Comparing these with (3.4) and taking into account that Ls,hpx, yq “ L`s,hpx, yq
when y ě 0 and Ls,hpx, yq “ L´s,hpx,´yq when y ă 0 for fixed x, we complete
the proof.
7.3. Proof of Lemma 3
Below c1, c2, . . . stand for positive constants depending on ` only. By the change
of variables, t “ 1h lnpy{xq, we haveż
1
xh
K
ˆ
lnpy{xq
h
˙
fpyqdy ´ fpxq “
ż 1
´1
Kptqrwxpthq ´ wxp0qsdt,
where we have denoted wxptq :“ etfpxetq. Since f P Hx,rpA, βq, the function
wxp¨q is ` times continuously differentiable on r´ ln r, ln rs. Expanding wxp¨q in
Taylor’s series around zero we have for any t P r´ ln r, ln rs
wxptq “ wxp0q `
`´1ÿ
k“1
1
k!
wpkqx p0qtk ` 1`!w
p`q
x pξtqt`, ξ “ ξptq P r0, 1s.
Therefore if h ă ln r thenˇˇˇˇ ż 1
´1
Kptqrwxpthq ´ wxp0qsdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď h
`
`!
ż 1
´1
|t|`|Kptq| |wp`qx pξthq ´ wp`qx p0q|dt.
(7.10)
It follows from the Faa´ di Bruno formula that for s ą 0
wp`qx psq “
ÿ
piPΠ
”
pufpxuqqp|pi|q
ı
u“es
e|pi|s
“
ÿ
piPΠ
”
esx|pi|f p|pi|qpxesq ` |pi|x|pi|´1f p|pi|´1qpxesq
ı
e|pi|s,
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where the summation runs over the set Π of all partitions of the set t1, . . . , `u,
and |pi| is the number of subsets in partition pi. Thus
wp`qx pξthq ´ wp`qx p0q “
ÿ
piPΠ
ep|pi|`1qξthx|pi|
“
f p|pi|qpxeξthq ´ f p|pi|qpxq‰
`
ÿ
piPΠ
x|pi|f p|pi|qpxq“ep|pi|`1qξth´1‰`ÿ
piPΠ
e|pi|ξth|pi|x|pi|´1“f p|pi|´1qpxeξthq´f p|pi|´1qpxq‰
`
ÿ
piPΠ
pe|pi|ξth ´ 1q|pi|x|pi|´1f p|pi|´1qpxq.
In view of f PHx,rpA, βq and by elementary inequality |ex ´ 1| ď |x|e|x|,ˇˇˇ ÿ
piPΠ
ep|pi|`1qξthx|pi|
“
f p|pi|qpxeξthq ´ f p|pi|qpxq‰ˇˇˇ ď c1A|x|β |th|β´`epβ`1q|th|,
ˇˇˇ ÿ
piPΠ
x|pi|f p|pi|qpxq“ep|pi|`1qξth ´ 1‰ˇˇˇ ď c2A|th|ep``1q|th| ÿ`
k“1
|x|k,
ˇˇˇ ÿ
piPΠ
e|pi|ξth|pi|x|pi|´1“f |pi|´1pxeξthq ´ f p|pi|´1qpxq‰ˇˇˇ ď c3A|th|e`|th| ÿ`
k“1
|x|k,
ˇˇˇ ÿ
piPΠ
pe|pi|ξth ´ 1q|pi|x|pi|´1f p|pi|´1qpxq
ˇˇˇ
ď c4A|th|e`|th|
`´1ÿ
k“0
|x|k.
Combining these inequalities and substituting them in (7.10) completes the
proof.
7.4. Proof of Lemma 4
We have
fY pyq “
ż 8
0
1
x
fXpy{xqgpxqdx
“
ż y
0
1
x
fXpy{xqgpxqdx`
ż 8
y
1
x
fXpy{xqgpxqdx “: I1 ` I2.
Using [G3] for any y ď δ and p P r0, 1q we obtain
I1 ď C0
ż y
0
1
x
fXpy{xqx´p| lnx|qdx “ C0y´p
ż 8
1
tp´1fXptq| lnpy{tq|qdt
ď 2pq´1q`C0y´p| ln y|q
„ ż 8
1
tp´1fXptqdt`
ż 8
1
tp´1fXptq| ln t|qdt

ď c1y´p| ln y|q. (7.11)
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Since fXptq ďM , @t ě 0,
I2 ďM
ż 8
y
gpxq
x
dx ď Mδ´1 `M
ż δ
y
gpxq
x
dx
ď Mδ´1 ` C0M
ż δ
y
x´p´1| lnx|qdx. (7.12)
If p “ 0 then the last integral on the right hand side is bounded from above by
| ln y|q`1, and
I2 ďMδ´1 `MC0| ln y|q`1.
This inequality together with (7.11) completes the proof of statement (i).
Now we bound the expression on the right hand side of (7.12) in the case
p P p0, 1q. Using the following formula (see, e.g., [9, 616.2])ż
xp´1plnxqqdx “ 1
p
xpplnxqq ´ q
p
ż
xp´1plnxqq´1dx, @p ‰ 0, q ‰ ´1,
we obtainż δ
y
x´p´1| lnx|qdx “
ż 1{y
1{δ
tp´1pln tqqdt “
” tppln tqq
p
ı1{y
1{δ
´ q
p
ż 1{y
1{δ
tp´1pln tqq´1dt.
(7.13)
Hence it follows from (7.13) thatż δ
y
xp´1| lnx|qdx ď
” tppln tqq
p
ı1{y
1{δ
ď y
´p
p
rlnp1{yqsq. (7.14)
Thus, we obtain
I2 ďMδ´1 ` C0Mp´1y´p| ln y|q.
Combining this inequality with (7.11) we complete the proof of (ii).
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